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In this note, we shall give some characterizations of finiteness and
proper infiniteness of von Neumann algebras with respect to the
density property of some subsets of yon Neumann algebras.
1o Let be a Hilbert space and A:() the algebra of all (bounded
By a yon Neumann algebra
acting
linear) operators acting on

.

we mean a weakly closed self-adjoint subalgebra (containing the
on
identity I) of _L(). A von Neumann algebra -is called finite if, for
A’A---I implies AA*--I. This definition is equivalent to
any A e
there exists a normal
that, for any nonzero positive operator A e
such that (A)=/:0.
finite trace on
B. Russo and H. A. Dye [9] showed that, in any von Neumann
is
the convex hull of the set of unitary operators in
algebra
Using
of
the technique of Russo
weakly dense in the unit sphere
and Dye, we have the following:
the set of all unitary
Lemma 1. In any yon Neumann algebra
operators in is strongly dense in the set of all isometric operators
in
Proof. Let V be an isometric operator in such that VV*-PI
be the range of I-P. Then {Vn;n>=O} are mutually orand

,
,

,

.

.

thogonal.

,

Let

Then is invariant under V and V*. If Q is the projection onto
then Q is dominated by P and so that

VQV*=VV*Q--Q,
or the restriction of V to is unitary.
Given >0 and vectors x,
x e t, choose m such that

...,

or all i, where Q is the projection onto V.

(V

on

Let

++V+... +V

U= (V+) * on V+

(I on >@/ V).

Then U is a unitary operator in

Z such that

,
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for all i. Therefore the set of isometric operators of
is contained
Since the conin the strong closure of the set of all unitaries of
verse inclusion is obvious, this proves the theorem.
By the definition, any isometry in a finite von Neumann algebra
is automatically unitary; hence Lemma 1 implies the following
is finite if and
Theorem 2. For a yon Neumann algebra
only if the set of all unitary operators of
is strongly closed.
In addition, we have an another characterization of the finiteness
o a von Neumann algebra with respect to the spectra of operators
belonging to the algebra.
Let a(A) be the spectrum of an operator A and a(A) the approximate point spectrum of A" 2 e a(A) if and only if there is a sequence
{x} of vectors of such that
is
In [3; Theorem 5], it is proved that a von Neumann algebra
is uniformly
finite if and only if the set of invertible operators of
dense in
As a consequence, the following theorem follows"
A yon Neumann algebra acting on is finite if
Theorem
and only if q(A)-a(A) for any A
Proof. For A e /, if 2 belongs to a(A), then A--2 is not invertible. Since the set of invertible elements of J is uniformly dense in
A--2 belongs to the boundary of the set of all invertible elements
with respect to the uniform topology. Hence there is a sequence {A}
such that IIA I]-1 for any n and (A-,)A converges uniformly
in
to 0 (cf. [8 1.5.4]). Therefore by [1 Ex. VII. 3.10], 2 belongs to a(A).
is not finite, then there exists an isoConversely, assume that
such that VV* I, that is, there exists a unit
metric operator V e
vector x in the range of I-VV*. Since V’x=0, we have 0 e a(V*)*
a(V). Now, by the definition of the isometry, 0 a(V). This implies
that /contains an operator V such that a(V):/:a(V).
Remark. Even if an operator A satisfies a(A)=v(A), A needs
not belong to a finite von Neumann algebra. In fact, if A is hyponormal, then A* is cohyponormal and a(A*)-a(A*) by [2], and a
hyponorma! operator in a finite yon Neumann algebra is necessarily
normal. Therefore, a non-normal cohyponormal operator A satisfies
a(A)-a(A) but does not belong to any finite von Neumann algebra.
2. P.R. Halmos showed that, for an infinite dimensional Hilbert
the set of all commutators in () is strongly dense in _()
space
[7], and that the set of all unitary operators in .() is weakly dense
in the unit ball of () [6]. Using his technique in his proofs, we
shall obtain a characterization and a necessary condition for the proper
infiniteness of von Neumann algebras.
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A von Neumann algebra is properly infinite if it contains no nonzero finite central projection. An operator A in a von Neumann algebra
Z is called a commutator in Z if there exist operators B and C of
such that A BC- CB.
The following theorem is a characterization of properly infinite
yon Neumann algebras in terms of the density of commutators"
is properly infinite if
Theorem 4. A yon Neumann algebra
and only if the set of all commutators of is a-strongly dense in.
such that
Proof. Let (x)7: be a sequence of elements of
xtl / c. Then, for any nonzero operator A e Z, there exists
a positive integer N such that
Xn ]12 < 1 / 20 A 2.
Suppose that Z is properly infinite, then Z contains a sequence (E)__
of mutually orthogonal projections of Z such that each E is equivalent
to I and that 7= E=I. Therefore there exists apositive integer M
for which

o

.

.

Ex-x=ll<l/2OliAll
Put P--E+... +E. Then P-<I-P, so that there exists a partially
isometric operator V e Z such that V* V= P and VV* I- P. Setting
n=l

y=Px(k-l,2, ...,N), Q-AV* and B=QV-VQ, then
N).
Bye-- Q Vy VQy Ay
(k- 1, 2,
Since [IBII<21IA[I, we have

...,

R=I

IIAx--Bxll<=

(IIAx-Ay I/IIAy--ByI /llBy--Bxll)
=1

=1

<2 (IIAII2/IIBII2)/2011AI2<=1/2.

On the other hand,
n=N+l

Therefore, we have

.

=1

which proves that the set of the commutators of Z is a-strongly dense
in
Conversely, for a finite von Neumann algebra Z, the set of the
commutators of Z is not a-strongly dense in /.
But, if the set of the commutators of Z is a-strongly dense in Z,
then it is also true in Z where E is a projection in the commutant Z’
of Z, because the induction A-.A is a normal homomorphism of Z

onto

.

From this we can conclude that, if the set of the commutators of
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Z is a-strongly dense,

then
does not have a finite part, that is, Z is
properly infinite.
The following theorem is a necessary condition for proper infiniteness of avon Neumann algebra"
is a properly infinite yon Neumann algebra,
Theorem 5. If
then the set of all unitary operators in is weakly dense in the unit
ball of
Proof. By the assumption that is properly infinite, contains
a sequence (E)= of mutually orthogonal projections such that E is
is spatially isomorphic to the
equivalent to I and 7= E-I. Then
tensor product @() where is an infinite dimensional separable
is spatially isomorphic
Hilbert space [4 p. 27]. On the other hand,
is spatially isomorphic to
to since E is equivalent to I, so that
@(). From now on, we shall identify two yon Neumann algebras
and @().
Let A-(A,),,=,,... (A, e ) be an operator in the unit ball of
Define An-(A,),,=,,...,. Then A is an operator in @() with
Let I be the
A]I, where is an n-dimensional subspace of
square
and
let
be
positive
and
the
operator
in
identity
@(),
S
Tn
root of In-AA and In-AA respectively, then

.

.

n

is unitary.

Furthermore, put

-

U is unitary too.
Pinally, let us define =(),,..., where
delta, then for any z and in we have

then clearly

is Kroneeker’s

, ..., .

for i,
1,
(A )- (U )
This roves that the set of all unitary oerators is dense in the unit
ball with respect to the weak topology.
heorem 4 has counterpart for non-atomic yon Neumann algebras
which is established by H. A. Dye [g].
Remark. In the roof of heorem 4, if A is ositive and
then U represents a projection o if we replace S with the positive
square root of A(I-A) and V with
i roel iherefore, we have the following roosiion" I
ite vo Nema algebra, the the e dofe oI the et oI
rothe
ball.
it
ot
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oitive at
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